The paper is devoted to discretization of integral norms of functions from a given finite dimensional subspace. Even though this problem is extremely important in applications, its systematic study has begun recently. In this paper we obtain a conditional theorem for all integral norms L q , 1 ≤ q < ∞, which is an extension of known results for q = 1. To discretize the integral norms successfully, we introduce a new technique, which is a combination of probabilistic technique with results on the entropy numbers in the uniform norm. As an application of the general conditional theorem, we derive a new Marcinkiewicz type discretization for the multivariate trigonometric polynomials with frequencies from the hyperbolic crosses.
Introduction
As it is clear from the title the two main concepts of the paper are discretization and integral norms. Let Ω be a compact subset of R d with the probability measure µ. By L q , 1 ≤ q < ∞, norm we understand
By discretization of the L q norm we understand a replacement of the measure µ by a discrete measure µ m with support on a set ξ = {ξ ν } m ν=1 ⊂ Ω. This means that integration with respect to measure µ we replace by an appropriate cubature formula. Thus integration is replaced by evaluation of a function f at a finite set ξ of points. This is why we call this way of discretization sampling discretization.
Discretization is a very important step in making a continuous problem computationally feasible. A prominent example of a classical discretization problem is the problem of metric entropy (covering numbers, entropy numbers). The reader can find fundamental general results on metric entropy in [10, Ch.15] , [15, Ch.3] , [19, Ch.7] , [3] , [14] and in the recent papers [16] and [6] . Bounds for the entropy numbers of function classes are important by themselves and also have important connections to other fundamental problems (see, for instance, [15, Ch.3] and [5, Ch.6] ).
Another prominent example of a discretization problem is the problem of numerical integration. Numerical integration in the mixed smoothness classes requires deep number theoretical results for constructing optimal (in the sense of order) cubature formulas (see, for instance, [5, Ch.8] ). A typical approach to solving a continuous problem numerically -the Galerkin method -suggests to look for an approximate solution from a given finite dimensional subspace. A standard way to measure an error of approximation is an appropriate L q norm, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. Thus, the problem of discretization of the L q norms of functions from a given finite dimensional subspace arises in a very natural way. The first results in this direction were obtained by Marcinkiewicz and by Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund (see [21] ) for discretization of the L q norms of the univariate trigonometric polynomials in 1930s. This is why we call discretization results of this kind the Marcinkiewicz-type theorems. There are different ways to discretize: use coefficients from an expansion with respect to a basis, more generally, use linear functionals. We discuss here the way which uses function values at a fixed finite set of points. We now proceed to the detailed presentation.
Marcinkiewicz problem. Let Ω be a compact subset of R d with the probability measure µ. We say that a linear subspace X N (index N here, usually, stands for the dimension of X N ) of L q (Ω), 1 ≤ q < ∞, admits the Marcinkiewicz-type discretization theorem with parameters m ∈ N and q if there exist a set ξ ν ∈ Ω : ν = 1, . . . , m and two positive constants C 1 (d, q) and C 2 (d, q) such that for any f ∈ X N we have
and ask for
We will also use the following brief way to express the above properties: the M(m, q) theorem holds for a subspace X N , written X N ∈ M(m, q).
The most complete results on sampling discretization are obtained in the case q = 2. The problem is basically solved in the case of subspaces of trigonometric polynomials. By Q we denote a finite subset of Z d , and |Q| stands for the number of elements in Q. Let
In [17] it was shown how to derive the following result from the recent paper by S. Nitzan, A. Olevskii, and A. Ulanovskii [12] , which in turn is based on the paper of A. Marcus, D.A. Spielman, and N. Srivastava [11] . Theorem 1.1. There are three positive absolute constants C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 with the following properties: For any d ∈ N and any Q ⊂ Z d there exists a set of m ≤ C 1 |Q| points ξ j ∈ T d , j = 1, . . . , m such that for any f ∈ T (Q) we have
Some results are obtained under an extra condition on the system {u i (x)} N i=1 . We will call it Condition E to be consistent with the prior work (see, e.g., [4] ). Condition E. There exists a constant t such that for all
(1.
3)
The reader can find the following result, which is a slight generalization of the Rudelson's [13] celebrated result, in [18] .
be a real orthonormal system, satisfying condition E. Then for every ǫ > 0 there exists a set {ξ j } m j=1 ⊂ Ω with
Rather complete results on sampling discretization of the L 1 norm are obtained in [18] . One of the main goals of this paper is to treat the case 1 < q < ∞. In Section 2 we present a generalization of discretization result from [18] , which treats the case q = 1, to the case of 1 < q < ∞. We give a detailed proof in Section 2. We note that the case q = 2 is much better developed both in the case of trigonometric polynomials and in the general case (see [17] , [18] , [4] , and the above discussion). We prove in Section 2 the following conditional result. Denote
For the definition of the entropy numbers ε k see Section 2.
where B ≥ 1. Then for large enough constant C(q) there exists a set of
points ξ j ∈ Ω, j = 1, . . . , m, such that for any f ∈ X N we have
Remark 1.1. We remark that the assumption (1.4) for k = 1 implies the following Nikol'skii type inequality for X N :
This is shown in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Remark 1.2. In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we use the technique, which we call sandwiching. This means that we find a mapping of the X q N into a finite set {h(f, x)} of piecewise constant functions with a property
, for a large set of x. The idea of sandwiching is related to the idea of entropy with bracketing, which is widely used in the empirical process theory (see [20] ). We realize the sandwiching idea in the form very close to the one used in the paper by E.S. Belinsky [1] . In the case q = 1 Theorem 1.3 was proved in [18] with the help of a different technique -the chaining technique.
Applications of Theorem 1.3 and further discussions are given in Section 3. This paper can be considered a natural continuation of the recent papers [17] , [18] and [4] .
Conditional theorem for discretization in L q
We begin with the definition of the entropy numbers. Let (X, · ) be a Banach space and let B X denote the unit ball of X with the center at the origin. Denote by B X (f, r) a ball with center f and radius r:
For a compact set A and a positive number ε we define the covering number N ε (A) as follows
The corresponding minimal ε-net is denoted by N ε (A, X). Thus, N ε (A, X) = |N ε (A, X)|. It is convenient to consider along with the ε-entropy
In our definition of N ε (A) and ε k (A, X) we require f j ∈ A. In a standard definition of N ε (A) and ε k (A, X) this restriction is not imposed. However, it is well known (see [15, p.208 ]) that these characteristics may differ at most by a factor 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We begin with the proof of Remark 1.1. Without loss of generality assume that f ∈ X N and f q = 1. By our assumption
. This implies that the zero element belongs to one of these balls, say, B L∞ (f 1 , ε 1 ) and, therefore, f 1 ∞ ≤ ε 1 . Next, (f 1 + f 2 )/2 belongs to one of those balls and, therefore,
Proof. We begin by pointing out that the assumption (1.4) for k = N implies the inequality
This follows directly from the facts that for each Banach space X (see [19, (7 
Similarly, using (2.3), for ε ≤ 3B we obtain
Using the inequality ln(t) ≤ C(q)t q for t > 1 and (2.2), we have that for every ε ′ > 0 and q ∈ [1, ∞) there exists C(ε ′ , q) > 0 such that
Sandwiching construction. Let a ∈ (0, 1/2] be a small number, which will be chosen later. Denote
Take a number j 0 ∈ Z, which will be specified later, and for j ∈ Z, j ≥ j 0 , define a mapping A j that associates with a function f ∈ X q N a function A j (f ) ∈ A j closest to f in the L ∞ norm. Then, clearly,
We now define a mapping of X q N to a finite set of piecewise constant functions. For f ∈ X q N and j ∈ Z denote
Define
where χ E (x) is a characteristic function of a set E. We need some properties of the above h-mapping. We will sandwich |f | by functions C 1 (a)h(f ) and C 2 (a)h(f ). We do it on each D j (f ), j > j 0 . By the definition of D j (f ), the condition x ∈ D j (f ) implies that x ∈ U j (f ) and
From the definition of the U j+1 (f ) we obtain for x / ∈ U j+1 (f )
Therefore, for all x ∈ Ω \ D j 0 (f ) we have
It is clear that lim a→0 C 1 (a) = lim a→0 C 2 (a) = 1.
(2.7)
In the same way as we obtained the bound (2.5) we derive for x ∈ D j 0 (f )
We now show that a good discretization formula for the functions h(f ) is also good for the functions f . For a point set ξ = {ξ ν } m ν=1 and a function f , denote
Assume that a point set ξ is such that for a function h(f, x) we have the inequalities
for some constant δ > 0. Then
Proof. First, we take care of the set D j 0 (f ). By (2.8) we have
Then, on the one hand, by (2.6) we have
Using (2.9) and (2.6), we continue
. On the other hand by (2.6) and (2.9) we have
Under the assumption f= 1/2 and δ = 1/8, using (2.7), we can choose j 0 = j 0 (a) and a = a(q) such that Lemma 2.2 gives
and, in addition, C 1 (a) −q ≤ 2.
Existence of good ξ. Let q ∈ [1, ∞) and a, j 0 , be from Remark 2.1. Although a and j 0 depend on q from now on, we will keep indicating the dependence of constants on a and j 0 for clarity. For j > j 0 consider the following sets of piecewise constant functions Then for any η ∈ (0, 1) we have the following bound on the probability
It is easy to see that Lemma 2.3 implies the following result.
Lemma 2.4. Let {F j } j∈G be a collection of finite sets of functions from L 1 (Ω, µ) . Assume that for each j ∈ G and all f ∈ F j we have
Suppose that positive numbers η j and a natural number m satisfy the condition
Then there exists a set ξ = {ξ ν } m ν=1 ⊂ Ω such that for each j ∈ G and for all f ∈ F j we have
We apply Lemma 2.4 for a collection of the above sets F q j . First of all, it is clear from (2.6) and the choice of parameters a and j 0 (see Remark 2.1) that we have
Secondly, obviously,
It is clear from (2.1) that we only need to consider those j, which satisfy the condition (1 + a) j−1 ≤ 4BN 1/q . Indeed, if this condition is not satisfied, then by A j (f ) ∈ X q N we have U j (f ) = ∅. Let J ∈ Z be the one satisfying
Then J ≤ 1 + log(4BN 1/q )/ log(1 + a).
Denote G := (j 0 , J] ∩ Z. Then |G| = J − j 0 ≤ J + |j 0 |. Set η j = 1 8|G| . Then
We now estimate cardinalities |F q j | for j ∈ G. From the definition of F q j and the construction of the sets D j (f ), we conclude that
We now choose C(a, j 0 , q) large enough to guarantee that for any m ≥ 2C(a, j 0 , q)NB q |G| 2 we have
where we have used that exp(−t) < 1 t for t > 0 and (2.12) in the last inequality.
Then Lemma 2.4 provides the existence of ξ = {ξ ν } m ν=1 such that for each j ∈ G and all ϕ j ∈ F q j we have
Let f ∈ X N be such that f= 1/2. We now prove (2.9) for the above chosen ξ with δ = 1/8. Specify ϕ j = (1 + a) qj χ D j (f ) . Then, taking into account the fact that the sets {D j (f )} j∈G are disjoint, we obtain
Inequalities (2.9) follow from (2.12), (2.11), and (2.10). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Remark 2.2. The same technique of the proof gives a slightly more general statement. Namely, suppose q, α ∈ [1, ∞) and that a subspace X N satisfies the condition
Then for large enough constant C(α, q) there exists a set of m ≤ C(α, q)N α B q (log 2 (2BN)) 2 points ξ j ∈ Ω, j = 1, . . . , m, such that for any f ∈ X N we have
Discussion
In this section we discuss the Marcinkiewicz-type discretization theorems for the hyperbolic cross trigonometric polynomials. For
where [x] denotes the integer part of x. We define the step hyperbolic cross Q n as follows Q n := ∪ s: s 1 ≤n ρ(s) and the corresponding set of the hyperbolic cross polynomials as
It is worth mentioning that |Q n | ≍ 2 n n d−1 . The following theorem was proved in [18] .
Theorem 3.1. For any d ∈ N and n ∈ N for large enough absolute constant C 1 (d) there exists a set of m ≤ C 1 (d)|Q n |n 7/2 points ξ j ∈ T d , j = 1, . . . , m such that for any f ∈ T (Q n ) we have
The proof of Theorem 3.1 from [18] is based on conditional Theorem 1.3 with q = 1 and the bounds for the entropy numbers. We note that the problem of estimating the entropy numbers in the L ∞ norm is a nontrivial problem by itself. We demonstrate this on the example of the trigonometric polynomials. It is proved in [16] that in the case d = 2 we have
The proof of estimate (3.1) is based on an analog of the Small Ball Inequality for the trigonometric system proved for the wavelet type system (see [16] ). This proof uses the two-dimensional specific features of the problem and we do not know how to extend this proof to the case d > 2. Estimate (3.1) is used in the proof of the right order upper bounds for the classes of mixed smoothness (see [16] ). This means that (3.1) cannot be substantially improved. However, in application to the Marcinkiewich-type theorem we use the trivial inequality log(4|Q n |/k) ≪ n and the following corollary of (3.1) ε k (T (Q n ) 1 , L ∞ ) ≪ n 3/2 |Q n |/k, k ≤ 2|Q n |, 2 −k/(2|Qn|) , k ≥ 2|Q n |.
(3.
2)
It turns out that the following upper bound from [1] , which applies for all d, gives a better result for the Marcinkiewich-type theorem: for 1 ≤ q ≤ 2 we have ε k (T (Q n ) q , L ∞ ) ≪ n 1/q |Q n |/k, k ≤ 2|Q n |, 2 −k/(2|Qn|) , k ≥ 2|Q n |.
(3.3)
A combination of (3.3) and Theorem 1.3 gives the following Marcinkiewichtype theorem for the hyperbolic cross trigonometric polynomials.
There is a number C(d, q) such that for any n ∈ N there exists a set of m ≤ C(d, q)|Q n |n 3 points ξ j ∈ T d , j = 1, . . . , m such that for any f ∈ T (Q n ) we have
We note that Belinsky [1] obtained an analog of Theorem 3.2 with a somewhat weaker bound m ≤ C(d, q)|Q n |n 4 . Also, the corresponding proof in [1] contains some inaccuracies.
We point out that the situation with the discretization theorems in the L ∞ case is fundamentally different. A nontrivial surprising negative result was proved for the L ∞ case (see [7] , [8] , and [9] ). The authors proved that the necessary condition for T (Q n ) ∈ M(m, ∞) is m ≫ |Q n | 1+c with absolute constant c > 0. We refer the reader to [4] for further results on discretization in the L ∞ norm.
